appearance. In this respect you have a great advantage; yours cannot be improved; but you
should be very careful lest the thimble around the root and thin exposure do not kill them.
Once it have an old Retriever gave indubitable evidence of approaching death; after
every other man had failed, the earth forty feet around was plowed up, and consequently
the fibers and smaller roots, which before had been unable to penetrate the compacous soil, now shot
out again; such a course would have saved several for you in the last few years. Although
it is uncertainly questionable whether any transplanted trees can equal those, which Mather has
arranged in accordance with his own invariable system of locations in my climate; yet you may
improve the grove vastly by a proper attention to shrubbery; it cannot well, with the beauty of
forest trees, bring them nearly as well, a merely growth, not like flowers which have nothing to much of the
woman about them. It will open an extensive field for the display of trees; for extensive for one to
divide. Let me recommend to you another the forlorn, a great favorite at the capitol, and a very useful
one. A fine gravel walk, with a tree on each side; or a row in front of each hill, with an increasing
pavement (or as you call them) to. The and to be here is bordered with a continuous line of little
low clumps from 2 to 3 ft. in height, and being well trimmed resembles a long, green wave. The larger
ones are cut into coves, heart coves,
To my own part I do not object of many flowers in
forsake grounds, they a large flower is allotted to them; thus the bed of a hill, occupied by the vesicles
scaffolds are flaked near them for support,
But in this department, your bed plans would
be to number a writing of the ladies on the hill, approning, lady damask, etc., possessing the
best fact combined with the most accurate knowledge of botany, according to Mitchell. Bnd leave the
matter to them,
the grass. In this plot Washingt. on me placed, please to, for every old field adjacent, in com
and with woods.
I do not think that you are materially so good for yards; it has
a tendency to your tall, but with for you can gallon have each a is in half. Down's yard,
which is all that is desirable. So accomplish this, it may be necessary to the turn up the
earth, and must it good looks for a while, but the trouble would be simply effected. So you
soon its beauty, your walked amount will defined as driving of wagons ed carriage at